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Triplicity
The Fourth Book of Occult Philosophy, by Henry Cornelius Agrippa and unnamed
others, is considered one of the cornerstones of Western magic, and the
grimoires it contains are among the most important that exist in the Western
tradition. For more than three hundred years, this mysterious tome has been
regarded as difficult or even impossible to understand—until now. Occult scholar
Donald Tyson presents a fully annotated, corrected, and modernized edition of
Stephen Skinner's 1978 facsimile edition of the original work, which was six tracts
published as one volume in 1655. For the first time, these classic works of
Western magic have been rendered fully accessible to the novice practitioner, as
well as occult scholars and skilled magicians. Tyson presents clear instruction
and practical insight on a variety of magic techniques, providing contemporary
magicians with a working grimoire of the arcane. - Astrology - History Geomancy - Ceremonial Magic - The Nature of Spirits, Angels, and Demons Geomantic Astronomy - Necromancy - Invocation and Evocation of Spirits
Horary Astrology Re-examined is a detailed and highly informative book,
demonstrating clearly and unambiguously that traditional methods are applicable
to all astrology. There is no division between different 'branches'. Barbara Dunn
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examines the methods by which astrologers of the past evaluated planetary
strengths in order to make a judgement on a Question, Nativity, Election or any
other type of chart. These evaluations provide a platform for judgement today, in
just the same way as they did over a thousand years ago. For all charts, the
process of evaluation is broadly the same, what Coley calls the &quote;short
comprehensive and approved rules of Art&quote;. The focus of this work is
Questions and the aim practical rather than philosophical.
In Triplicity, the first installment in a series known as the Terror Project, you'll find
a trio of dead women with three very different tales. BRANDO AND BAD
CHOICES by Stacey Longo A vain woman learns firsthand if there's an afterlife . .
. and if one can find redemption, even in hell. STEEL by Tony Tremblay A young
woman leads a group of survivors in a dangerous, dystopian world. THE
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT by Rob Smales A mother-in-law explains how a holiday
tradition got its decidedly spiritual start. " . . . a creepy yet heartfelt collection of
horror and suspense that is entirely worth reading. Five out of five bloodspattered stars." Jeanette Andromeda, horrormade.com "The ingredients in these
three tales form a rich stew with a bit of something for everyone: an unexpectedly
spirited Christmas, a taste of post-apocalyptic treachery, and a view of hell that'll
make you careful what you wish for. Eat hearty!" Melissa Crandall, author of
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WEATHERCOCK and DARLING WENDY AND OTHER STORIES
Although countless volumes have been written upon the subject of Astrology, this is the only
book which states the simple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, making the entire matter
clear to the average understanding. This volume indicates the Location, Characteristics, and
Influence of each Sign of the Zodiac, giving the Days which each sign governs, and the Gems
and Astral Colors associated with each. The Diseases of the Body, how to cure them, and the
Faults of Character incidental to the different Domains. The Methods of Growth for each
human being. The Domains from which Companions, Husbands, and Wives should be
selected. The Characteristics of Children born in different Domains, and the Conditions to be
observed in their Care and Education. The personal Ability and Talent of the individual with
reference to Domestic, Social, and Business success.
Research into Islamic science and technology is still in is early stages, but there is now
sufficient material available for a preliminary study. Volume IV is intended to fill a gap which
deserves a major multi-volume work. Part I is a review of the history of science in Islam. It
deals with the contribution of Islamic civilization to mathematics, astronomy, and physics,
which have long been acknowledged, but also advances made by Muslim scientitsts in the
fields of cosmology, geology and mineralogy, zoology, veterinary science and botany.
The present volume offers the first critical edition, accompanied by an English translation, of
Liber nativitatum (Book of Nativities) and Liber Abraham Iudei de nativitatibus (Book on
Nativities by Abraham the Jew), two astrological treatises in Latin that were written by
Abraham Ibn Ezra or attributed to him.

This book endeavours to show in a clear and simple manner the useful and practical
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truth that underlies the so-called occult study of reading character and disposition by
the “period of birth”, and the meaning of the number of each day and the influence of
such things on human life. It will, I hope, be seen in reading these pages how perfect is
the mechanism of the Universe, by which certain characteristics, and even details as to
health, may be traced by a study of such things. In the present book I have drawn
largely from my own experiences in this study of character, and I may safely state that
there is not a rule I have given concerning character tendencies or health, which has
not been thoroughly verified by me in my own work, which has extended in a
professional way over a period of more than forty years.
This is the first systematic presentation of Hellenistic astrology to the modern
astrological world, and as such it uncovers rigorous techniques that have been lost to
us for centuries. How exactly did ancient astrologers assess a chart for fame, career,
and parents, love, and happiness? This book surveys ancient depictions of planets,
affiliations between the planets and the zodiac, lots, houses or places, aspects,
orientality, and fixed stars. The final chapters survey predictive systems used by
ancient astrologers. Ancient natal and predictive techniques are applied to the charts
and lives of over forty well-known historical and contemporary figures.Students and
professional astrologers will find this book a treasure of astrological insight, technique,
and new interpretative possibilities. Not only will you gain knowledge of how ancient
astrologers practiced their trade, but you will also have new tools that apply to modern
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life.
Xandra Daniels, resident curvy lady at Wicked Ink, believed for so long she was merely
a convenient body for two of her friends with benefits. For years, she and her coworkers
at the tattoo shop have worked and played together. Except now X has decided she
wants more from the two of them. She wants to be their everything. Cooper Devlin, one
half of a friendship that bonded almost instantly, holds something deep within himself
for fear of losing the one person who knows him the best. All while pining for the other
for so long, he fears his heart will never know true happiness. Yet, he is determined to
open the eyes of those two, so they can all finally be together. Reed Giles, broody and
skating by emotionally, had travelled all over the US with his Marine father, and finally
settled in San Diego, where he met his best friend. What he didn't know was it would
put him on the path to a future he wasn't confident would succeed. He assumed his
past would only guarantee loneliness for him. It would take a lot of convincing and love
to show him he was worthy of more than a passing thought. Three friends who have
enjoyed each other in every sense. Three people who were oblivious to what was
obvious to others. Three souls that wasted years only to recognize they all needed
each other to be happy.
Although countless volumes have been written upon the subject of Astrology, this is the very
book which states the simple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, making the entire matter
clear to the average understanding. This volume indicates the Location, Characteristics, and
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Influence of each Sign of the Zodiac, giving the Days which each sign governs, and the Gems
and Astral Colors associated with each. The Diseases of the Body, how to cure them, and the
Faults of Character incidental to the different Domains. The Methods of Growth for each
human being. The Domains from which Companions, Husbands, and Wives should be
selected. The Characteristics of Children born in different Domains, and the Conditions to be
observed in their Care and Education. The personal Ability and Talent of the individual with
reference to Domestic, Social, and Business success.
Strokes of genius come rarely in life. This is one of those. APOCATASTASIS* is an
extraordinary work. In simple, clear language, Lips takes the reader to a deeper understanding
of the planets, their dignities and debilities, and on to a "world formula" that brings order to
chaos and that will change our world-view. The experienced teacher Heisenberg would only
examine the work of his pupils when the result was simple and aesthetically beautiful. The
result presented by Lips is simple and beautiful. His astrological research has enabled him to
discover the law that thinkers of all cultures have been searching for since time immemorial.
The principles of his symmetrical theory are now seen to be inevitable. * not to be confused
with the Christian or Stoic meaning of this term, is the astrological teaching of the eternal cycle
of the celestial rulers (planets) and their rulership over all things and the zodiac signs.
"In the Path of the Moon" offers a collection of essays concerning Babylonian celestial
divination. It investigates various aspects of cuneiform celestial omens, horoscopes, and
astronomy and their wide-ranging influences on later Hellenistic science and philosophy.
Falling through a door in time, thirteen-year-old Logan finds himself stranded the deep past.
The adventures he faced in Commencement were only the beginning. Logan's story continues
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as he must leave the safety of Pellios to join Lamech on a difficult journey to the gates of
Adoraim City, where he is to once again meet up with the mysterious prophet Enoch. Along the
way, Logan and Lamech will gain new allies and encounter old and bitter enemies. Yet, their
mission must be completed because the future of the world depends upon it.
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